Tech Show Scores Hit-prom Big Success

Tank "America" Built At Institute
And Designed By Technology Professor

Although Less Extravagant Than in Former Years, Affair Is Now Laidling in "Pop" and Enthusiasm

Price Three Cents

TANK "AMERICA" BUILT AT INSTITUTE
And Designed By Technology Professor

The Boston performances of Tech Show 1919 were, from every viewpoint a true success. Almost every critic has been unanimous in his praise of the numerous original features that the show possessed. The enthusiasm of the audience was reflected in both applause and in the general tone of the show's success.

The show was called "America" and was designed by Technology Professor, who is well known for his contributions to the field of mechanical engineering.

The show featured a tank that was built entirely at the Institute and was designed by Technology Professor. The tank was a hit at the show and was well received by the audience.

The show was a success and was enjoyed by all who attended. The Tank "America" was well received and was a highlight of the show.

Many Surprises Feature First Performances of Tech Show 1919

The first performances of Tech Show 1919 were a big success. The show featured many surprises and was well received by the audience.

The show was designed by Technology Professor and featured a tank that was built entirely at the Institute. The tank was a hit at the show and was well received by the audience.

The show was a success and was enjoyed by all who attended. The Tank "America" was well received and was a highlight of the show.

Play's Somerville Monday

The Northampton performances of Tech Show 1919 were, from every viewpoint a true success. Almost every critic has been unanimous in his praise of the numerous original features that the show possessed. The enthusiasm of the audience was reflected in both applause and in the general tone of the show's success.
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The show was a success and was enjoyed by all who attended. The Tank "America" was well received and was a highlight of the show.

The show was designed by Technology Professor and featured a tank that was built entirely at the Institute. The tank was a hit at the show and was well received by the audience.
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THE TECH

JUNIOR WEEK

T HIS Annual Junior Week is now practically a matter of history. The Spring Concert is an event of the past, the Prom is over, and the baseball team is in action today. One might wonder why Technology is celebrating its annual festive week this year with so much vigor and enthusiasm. The answer to this question is twofold. First, the war effort is foremost in the nation’s mind. Second, junior Week continues, and the memory of the situation in mind let junior Week continue and the memory of the Great War.

The best evidence of the fact that these are times of stress for everyone is the fact that the Junior Week activities were conducted with such enthusiasm in common. The shadow of the Great War.

The Tech will give its balance to the American University Union, and the tech will give the balance to the student body, and the student body will give the balance to the Liberty Bonds. So with all this and the serenity of the situation the Junior Week continue and the memory of the good times enjoyed longer after the war.

THE TCH

SOPHIE WINS TRACE MEET

For Drafting and tracing

SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 1918

DIXON'S ELDORADO

FOR MENTOR'S DAY

“the mentor doing her part”

Clean, clear lines that do not smudge

17 degrees

At all stations

SIMPLEX WIR ES AND CABLES

NEWSTEEL TAPED CABLES FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING

TEN ESSENTIALS

USE STEEL TAPED CABLES FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING

TO NEXT TOWN

US STEEL TAPED CABLES FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING

YOU OFFER US

Simplify, simplify

FOR ALL

We offer our customers

FOR PREMIUMS

All Food Served Cooked

FOR PREMIUMS

Tavern Lunch

FOR TRAINS

KNOTT BUILDING

501 EIGHT STREET

TAYLOR'S

BOSTON, MASS.

FOR TRAINS

Always at Your Service

Samson Cordage Works

Twin Cities

Touring Cars

Woodside Motor Livery

For Outdoors Lighting

For Outdoors Lighting

FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING

WE OFFER YOU

FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING

NEWSTEEL TAPED CABLES FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING

WE OFFER YOU

FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING

WE OFFER YOU

FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING

WE OFFER YOU
HYDRAULIC VALVES AND FITTINGS

No hydraulic press or pump installation is stronger than the hydraulic valves controlling the pressure. The valves and fittings are usually the weak link in any hydraulic system and too great care can not be exercised in their selection. The excellence of the various valves and fittings must be exercised, we use only special grades of bronze and stainless-steel-nickel alloys with and to the pressure. Our designs include automatic valves either of low or high pressure and high and low pressure control; simple or double acting and the like. Our designs are adjusted to suit the operating lever, balanced valves for high pressure and large volumes of special requirements. Standard valves and fittings are available in 1000, 2000, 3000 and 5000 pounds; 4000 pounds and 5000 pounds per square inch.

Each finished piece is subjected to tests far above its rated strength and can be absolutely relied upon to give perfect service and withstand the severest service. Our forty years of experience in the design and building of hydraulic machinery is crystallized in 10-17 valves and fittings.

The valves are divided into five classes, according to their weight, e.g., Operating Check, Knock-out and Safety. One big new valve casting gives full details. Gossip free on request.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. CO.
Technicians of Hydraulics
Stainless Resilience
MONTGOMERY - OHIO

New York: Chicago - Cleveland - San Francisco

Hydraulically Flanged

Robert A. Blood & Co.
40 Kilby Street

INSURANCE

OF ALL KINDS

L. PINKOS
CIVIL AND MILITARY TAILOR

WASHINGTON, D.C.

EASTERN SEALS

ARMY, NAVY AND AVIATION

Looking to order at once write

At Riverbank Court, Bridgeport 8 to 7

I invite your inspection
MURAD
THE TURKISH CIGARETTE

Two "hearts" with but a single wish—

MURAD

THE TURKISH CIGARETTE